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2013 ANNUAL fIGURES

Royal Doulton Annual figures are the hallmark of the Pretty Lady range. Time 
limited to the year they represent, each figure shows the exquisite craftsmanship 

and detail that Royal Doulton figures are renowned for.



Catherine HN5586
Figure of the Year 2013
Height 22cm
2903 070 RRP $259.00

Royal Doulton have engaged the renowned 
talents of sculptor Neil Welch to create 
‘Catherine’ the stunning ‘figure of the Year’ 
release for 2013. Stylish, elegant & radiating 
a distinct air of sophistication, Catherine is 
depicted wearing the most lavish dress of blue 
silk, complemented tastefully with matching  
full length gloves. 

A luxuriant white silken underskirt is in 
evidence, opulently decorated with an intricate 
array of floras in platinum which has also been 
used to flavour the accompanying sumptuous 
necklace & earrings. 

A N N U A L   f I G U R E S



Happy Birthday 2013 HN5587
Height 22cm
2903 071 RRP $259.00

Esteemed sculptor Neil Welch has produced a 
truly engaging & vivacious pose for the Royal 
Doulton ‘Happy Birthday’ annual release for 
2013. The beautiful auburn haired young lady 
is portrayed confidently awaiting that special 
moment at the gala ball.

A full length gown of silk has been marvellously 
decorated by the Royal Doulton artist using 
ingenious tones of lemon, olive & turquoise 
to give a unique effect which has been 
wonderfully complemented with a delicate 
floral representation of Japanese inspired cherry 
blossom and augmented further with a clutch 
bag edged in gold.

A N N U A L   f I G U R E S



Togetherness HN5589
2013 Mother’s Day Annual
Designed By Neil Faulkner
Height 22cm
2903 073 RRP $259.00

This inspirational composition by revered 
designer Neil faulkner has wonderfully 
embraced the essence of a warm summer’s 
day with a tender moment shared between a 
mother & her daughter. 

A gentle stroll in the meadow and the collection 
of seasonal blooms unites the scene along 
with the tasteful use of lilac & pink tones in the 
colouration of their respective dresses further 
bringing together this perfect union.

A N N U A L   f I G U R E S



Donna HN5590
Petite Figure of the Year 2013
Height 17cm
2913 090 RRP $159.00

full of stylish evening elegance, Donna radiates 
an air of sophistication as she announces her 
arrival at the grand Gala Ball.

Designer Neil faulkner has beautifully captured 
the movement & poise of the dance with a 
full- length pink evening gown, which, at the 
shoulder & waist is lavishly decorated with 
highlights of gold to the inlaid floras, which is 
also evident on the hem & matching earrings  
& necklace.

A N N U A L   f I G U R E S



P R E T T Y  L  A D I  E S

Since HN figures were first launched in 1913, Royal Doulton Pretty Ladies have 
been some of Royal Doulton’s most sought-after collectables figurines. 

Each Pretty Lady is hand-decorated and hand-detailed; truly a sight to behold 
and a collectables to be cherished for years to come. 



P R E T T Y  L A D I E S  2 N D  H A L f  2 0 1 2

Marie HN5604 
Height 22cm

2901 320 RRP $259.00

flamboyant, bold & truly irresistible. Inspired by the work 
of esteemed designer Neil faulkner, Marie carries all the 
characteristics which typify a classic Royal Doutlon sculpture, 
grace, movement & finesse.

A delectable full-length ball gown in scarlet which sweeps 
majestically as Marie enters the gala ball with a floral 
enriched fan in evidence together with a stunning gold tiara 
& accompanying necklace. 

Linda HN5605 

Height 22cm

2901 318 RRP $259.00

Demure & truly enchanting. Artist Neil faulkner has created a 
wonderful feel of a warm summer’s day within this stunning 
composition.

A stroll on the garden terrace sees Linda adorned in a full-
length, pastel pink dress, with an underskirt delicately inlaid 
with a suggestion of floras which are also in evidence on the 
waistband & complementing blossoms interwoven in her hair.

Angela HN5603 
Height 22cm

2901 319 RRP $259.00

A quiet moment of reflection or a fond thought for a loved one.

A unique combination of the design of Neil faulkner & the artist’s of Royal 
Doulton work in unison to create ‘Angela’.

A charming pose which captures the mood of contemplation are beautifully 
enhanced with the use of subtle tones of blue-grey to the dress & delightful 
depiction of the intricate inlaid floral pattern to the bodice & waist.

The composition is stunningly finished with the addition of tastefully 
complementing gold jewellery.



B R I T I S H  f L O W E R  L A D I E S

Bluebell HN5599
Height 22cm
2901 321 RRP $259.00

The talents of esteemed sculptor Nada Pedley 
have been used by Royal Doulton for their 
adaptation of ‘Bluebell’.

A stunningly charming young lady is portrayed 
in a gown in delectable tones of the freshest 
blue & lilac, which she sweeps majestically, 
complemented by a shawl inlaid with a 
tasteful array of the spring blooms.



P E T I  T E  f I  G U R E S

Petite figures retain all of the beauty and intricate details of full 
sized Pretty Ladies but are produced to a smaller scale. 

Each Petite Pretty Lady is hand-decorated and hand-detailed; truly a 
sight to behold and a collectible to be cherished for years to come. 



P E T I T E  f I G U R E S

Amanda HN5601 
Height 17cm

2913 092 RRP $159.00

flamboyant, charming & truly irresistible, characteristics that 
describe ‘Amanda’. The designs of artist Neil faulkner have 
inspired this wonderful pose, capturing the freshness of a 
spring day.

A sweeping mane of insouciant blonde hair cascades over 
her shoulders giving way to a gown in shaded tones of lilac.

This wonderfully jaunty pose is tastefully completed with a 
swirling silken shawl which Amanda melodiously displays. 

Kim HN5602 
Height 17cm

2913 093 RRP $159.00

A distinct air of style & sophistication is evident within designer 
Neil faulkner’s pose of ‘Kim’.

A cherished array of pearls used in the necklace & bracelet are 
being attentively admired by this beautiful young lady who is 
attired in a gown boasting tones of the deepest midnight blue 
with a polka-dot patterning to the bodice.

Lisa HN5600 
Height 17cm

2913 091 RRP $159.00

A stylish gown in rich purple tones helps to emphasise the movement 
within the composition which has in evidence a marvellous floral inlay 
emanating from the side of the waist with further complementing 
sprays on the bodice & the trim of a delectable bolero addition.



fASHION THROUGH  
THE DECADES

This collection celebrates six iconic fashions of the 20th century, from the daring 
styles of the 1920s to the expressive disco inspired costumes of the 1970s. Each of 

the figures has been designed to epitomise the fashion of a decade.



f A S H I O N  T H R O U G H  T H E  D E C A D E S
WORLDWIDE LIMITED EDITION 1500 EACH

1920’s Gloria HN 5592 
Height 22cm

2938 020 RRP $199.00

Gloria represents the radical fashions of the 1920s when women 
dared to stop wearing the restricting corset. following the decade’s 
desirable flapper fashions, Gloria wears a dropped waist dress in 
pale pink, trimmed with a sash and decorated with beading and 
embroidery. Matching T- strap shoes, hair band and handbag and a 
long bead and tasselled necklace complete her stylish look. 

Named after Gloria Swanson, an American film star and fashion icon 
who rose to fame in the roaring twenties, Gloria personifies the 
character, elegance and style of the decade. 

1940’s Judy HN5594 
Height 22cm

2938 040 RRP $199.00

Judy wears the New Look as championed by Dior and other 40s 
designers such as Pierre Balmain with aplomb. The combination of 
tailoring with femininity gives the style its distinction; the fitted jacket 
with peplum hem and soft rounded shoulders is teamed with a full 
skirt emphasising Judy’s tiny waist. The large brimmed hat balances 
the bell shaped skirt and this was totally on trend for the era, as are 
the gloves and elegant shoes.

Judy has been a favourite name ever since the 1940s – its rise in 
popularity was partly in recognition of the prowess of Judy Garland’s 
stage and screen performances.

1930’s Jean HN5593 
Height 22cm

2938 030 RRP $199.00

Jean’s full length gown is modishly cut on the bias so that the fabric 
softly drapes yet gracefully skims her body creating a sleek flattering 
outline that accentuates her natural shape. She sports a chic short hair 
style and wears matching pearl jewellery - a multi stranded choker 
necklace and bracelet.  

Embodying all the confidence and glamour of 1930s women, Jean is 
named after film stars from the new ‘talkies’ such as Jean Arthur and 
Jean Harlow as well as fashion designers such as Jeanne Lanvin.



f A S H I O N  T H R O U G H  T H E  D E C A D E S
WORLDWIDE LIMITED EDITION 1500 EACH

1950’s Nancy HN 5595 
Height 22cm

2938 050 RRP $199.00

Nancy’s fun loving character is perfectly complemented by her 
trendy shirtwaist dress. The dress combines a closely fitted bodice 
that uses details from a man’s shirt such as collar, cuffs and buttons, 
with a full skirt that flares out from a nipped in waist. Polka dot 
patterned fabric and bold coloured accessories to provide contrast 
and accentuate features such as the waist add to the youthful appeal 
of the fashion.

Nancy has been a popular name throughout the 20th century – 
notable women include Nancy Sinatra, Mitford and Reagan as well 
as the fictional character Nancy Drew.

1970’s Charlie HN5597 
Height 22cm

2938 070 RRP $199.00

Charlie with hairstyle inspired by farah fawcett Majors, star of TV’s  
Charlie’s Angels,  is the archetype of the 1970s liberated woman 
in her halter necked, low backed jumpsuit with wide pants falling 
from a high waist to platform shoes. Made from a fashionable burnt 
orange coloured fabric patterned with swirling motifs her outfit is 
finished with a large straw hat and bold co-ordinating jewellery.

The name Charlie was chosen by Revlon in 1973 for their new 
perfume, which was developed and advertised to appeal to 
independent, young, fun loving women who wore pant or trouser 
suits to work rather than dresses.

1960’s Penny HN5596 
Height 22cm

2938 060 RRP $199.00

Cool and confident, Penny wears a typical 1960s mini dress. It’s a simple, 
narrow shouldered, sleeveless shift, A line in shape, and in fashionable 
white accentuated with navy and red geometric motifs. Patent leather 
shoes with a low heel and flat buckle in the Pilgrim style created by 
Parisian shoe designer Roger Vivier are the height of fashion whilst 
Penny’s bold coordinating bracelets and earrings follow the vogue for 
large scale jewellery.

Penny, short for Penelope, was a top one hundred girl’s name in the 1960s.



O C C A S I O N S  f I G U R I N E S

Especially For You HN5576
Height 14cm
2941 001    $69.95

The Royal Doulton artist’s have captured feelings of charm 
& serenity within this delightful composition which has a 
distinct sense of spring.

Delicate tones of blue have been used to tone this full-
length gown & complemented tastefully with a seasonal, 
floral embossed shawl & accompanying bouquet of blooms.

Celebration HN5574
Height 14cm
2941 003    $69.95

A vivacious & confident pose is captured beautifully by the 
Royal Doulton artist’s for the Occasions Collection release of 
‘Celebration’.

A distinct aura of spring is evident within the decoration of 
this stunning piece with the use of lemon tones on the dress 
& an intricate array hand decorated flora’s and the whole 
composition is finished beautifully with the bodice & hem 
delicately edged in gold. 

Congratulations HN5575
Height 14cm
2941 002    $69.95

A pose of unashamed flamboyance & exuberance has been captured 
by the Royal Doulton sculptor for the Occasions Collection release of 
‘Congratulations’.

A full-length gown in black has been shaded using tones of Midnight 
blue to give a truly astonishing effect & is trimmed beautifully with a 
fine line of platinum. A waist sash in pale blue has been elaborately 
decorated with Moonlight Roses to enhance the appearance of this 
wonderful composition. 



O C C A S I O N S  f I G U R I N E S

Forever Young HN5577
Height 14cm
2941 004    $69.95

Stylishly charming, radiating a distinct air of sophistication 
as she enters the gala ball, ‘forever Young’ captures the full 
attention of all admirers in attendance.

 A truly enchanting full-length burgundy gown, edged at 
the bodice & hem in gold, is complemented beautifully with 
a shawl lavishly decorated with hand painted roses.

Happy Memories HN5579
Height 14cm
2941 006    $69.95

An adoring glance at a summer bloom leads to a pensive 
moment where thoughts drift back to fond memories in times 
gone by.

This charming young lady adorned in a gown in rich plum 
tones, inlaid intricately with gilt edged flora, caresses gently a 
rose of violet hues. 

Good Friend HN5578
Height 14cm
2941 005    $69.95

The wondrous sense of summer is evident in this delightful mood of 
‘Good friend’, part of the Occasions Collection by Royal Doulton.

This charming portrayal depicts a flaxen-haired young lady adorned 
in a seasonal gown of deep pink tones, edged beautifully with hand 
decorated roses, meander freely on a warm afternoon to a rendezvous 
with a dear friend. 



B U N N Y K I N S  A N N U A L  P R O G R A M

Bedtime Story DB499
Bunnykins Annual Tableau 2013
Height 12cm
2931 073 RRP $249.00

for the Tableau of the Year 2013 Neil 
faulkner has chosen the most iconic of 
Bunnykins themes, storytime.

It is Walter Hayward’s Bedtime Story 
design dating from 1967 that Neil has 
adapted for the 2013 limited edition 
tableau, creating a poignant study 
of young Bunnykins falling to sleep 
beneath a colourful quilt as father 
Bunnykins reads the next chapter in the 
book and Mother Bunnykins tidies the 
bedroom. Sleep Tight Bunnykins!

Off To School DB498
Bunnykins of the Year 2013
Height 12cm
2930 141 RRP $69.95

for the Bunnykins of the Year 2013, Neil faulkner has 
depicted two young Bunnykins as they set Off to School.

Dressed in typical outfits William wears the distinctive 
Bunnykins red jacket teamed with a bright yellow 
jumper and Susan is in her favourite blue flowered 
dress. The rabbits’ blue and yellow wellingtons come 
in handy as they splash through the puddles at the 
beginning of the school day. Satchels are carried on 
their backs and Susan also carefully holds a floral 
decorated box – a present for her teacher or perhaps a 
show and tell. It’s for you to decide!



Cup Cakes Bunnykins DB500
2931 600

Catch Of The Day Bunnykins DB502
2931 602

B U N N Y K I N S  H O B B I E S

Bunnykins Hobbies
Limited edition of 2,000 each

Height 12cm
RRP $79.95

Budding Artist Bunnykins DB501
2931 601

Say Cheese Bunnykins DB503
2931 603



B U N N Y K I N S  L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N

Queensland SES Bunnykins DB504
Limited edition 1,000
2931 074    $99.95 

The next edition in the Australian series is Queensland SES Bunnykins. Together 
with the Queensland State Emergency Service, we have created a Bunnykins to help 
highlight the exceptional work and support offered by the Queensland SES during 
the devastating floods of 2010-2011.

The Queensland State Emergency Service is a volunteer organisation and is 
designed to help Queensland communities in times of emergency and disaster. 
The SES volunteers provide a valuable volunteer emergency service to their local 
communities and receive thousands of calls for assistance each year. They become 
involved in preparing for, and responding to, many different types of disasters and 
emergencies including cyclones, storms, earthquakes and floods.

This figure has been designed by Wendy Boyce-Davies and will be produced in a 
strictly limited edition of 1,000 pieces, each accompanied by a certificate. WWRD 
will donate $5 from each SES Bunny sold to Queensland SES.

 WWRD will 
donate $5 

from each SES 
Bunnykins sold to 
the Queensland 
State Emergency 

Service.



2012 CHRISTMAS



Winters Dream HN5546
Christmas Figure of the Year 2012
Height 22cm
2903 069 RRP $259.00

‘Winter’s Dream’ is the marvellous Royal 
Doulton release for their Christmas annual 
figurine for 2012. Using the stunning artwork by 
designer Neil faulkner as a source of inspiration, 
the Royal Doulton artist has created the most 
charming of pieces. 

A seasonal ermine fur trimmed jacket in tones 
of deep red, gives way to a delightful underskirt 
in shades of cream edged sensationally at the 
hem with an interweaving holly pattern in 
gold. The figurine is complemented tastefully 
with a bountiful bouquet of winter blooms & 
traditional Christmas gift.

A N N U A L  C H R I S T M A S  P R O G R A M



A Christmas Gift HN5547
Christmas Petite of the Year 2012
Height 17cm
2913 086 RRP $159.00

The true essence of the Yuletide season is 
captured in ‘A Christmas Gift’, the Royal Doulton 
Petite for 2012.

This beautiful young lady gratefully receiving a 
lavish gift, while in a demure pose is attired in 
the most resplendent of tiered winter gowns in 
deep tones of red, stylishly complemented with 
a seasonal green bolero jacket edged in gold.

A N N U A L  C H R I S T M A S  P R O G R A M



Christmas Joy HN5548
Father Christmas Classic 2012
Height 23cm
2907 028 RRP $249.00

Royal Doulton designer Neil faulkner captures 
the moment of ‘Christmas Joy’. 

This seasonal tableau depicts father Christmas 
sharing the moment of excitement with two 
children who are thrilled to receive gifts from 
the accompanying plenteous sack of presents.

A N N U A L  C H R I S T M A S  P R O G R A M



C H R I S T M A S

Santa’s World Travels HN5598
Limited edition 3,500
Height 17cm
2907 032    $149.00

Winter’s Day and Christmas Night
Mini Set Of 2 HN5613 & HN5614
Height 8.5cm
2907 031    $140.00

Christmas Day and Christmas Gifts
Mini Set Of 2 HN5615 & HN5616
Height 8.5cm
2907 030    $140.00



S O N G S  O f  C H R I S T M A S

White Christmas HN5608
Height 17cm
2913 113    $159.00

Neil faulkner’s design White Christmas portrays a beautiful 
young woman snuggled under a fur trimmed white coat 
as she keeps warm on the coldest of December days.  This 
elegant design includes a glamorous fur covered bag, ermine 
fur to the hood and cuffs and an intricate raised floral design, 
hand drawn by Neil, around the bottom of the coat. It’s the 
perfect study of a White Christmas.

Deck the Halls HN5606
Height 17cm
2913 115    $159.00

Designed by Neil faulkner the figurine Deck The Halls perfectly 
captures the words and meaning of this favourite song which 
originates from Wales. Our young maiden is holding a bough of 
holly – the lustrous green leaves creating a vivid contrast against 
her warm berry red coat – and she is dancing in celebration of 
the coming new year. The frills and flounces of a cream silk dress 
and lacy petticoats tumble out from beneath her coat and a 
mistletoe garland adorns her hair. Matching jewellery adds the 
finishing touch to this enchanting Christmas design.

Silver Bells HN5607
Height 17cm
2913 114    $159.00

Silver Bells is wearing an elegant green coat fastened with 
a brocade belt and trimmed with fur collar and cuffs, and, 
naturally, she holds a pair of bells. A traditional Dr Zhivago 
styled hat completes the chic winter outfit. The figurine is so 
vivacious and the contrast between the frosty mint green coat 
and the silver bells is so crisp, that one can easily imagine their 
delicate ring-a-ling sound.  



S U M M A R Y

AUST ITEM 
CODE

PATTERN ITEM DESCRIPTION
AVAIL DATE 
(APPROX)

RETAIL

2013 ANNUALS

2903 070 RD ANNUAL fIGURES 2013 fOY CATHERINE NOV $259.00

2903 071 RD ANNUAL fIGURES 2013 HAPPY BIRTHDAY NOV $259.00

2903 073 RD ANNUAL fIGURES 2013 MOTHER’S DAY fOY TOGETHERNESS NOV $259.00

PRETTY LADIES

2901 319 RD PRETTY LADIES ANGELA AUG $259.00

2901 320 RD PRETTY LADIES MARIE SEP $259.00

2901 318 RD PRETTY LADIES LINDA SEP $259.00

BRITISH FLOWER LADIES

2901 321 BRITISH fLOWER LADIES BLUEBELL AUG $259.00

PETITE LADIES

2913 090 RD PETITE LADIES 2013 POY DONNA NOV $159.00

2913 091 RD PETITE LADIES LISA AUG $159.00

2913 092 RD PETITE LADIES AMANDA AUG $159.00

2913 093 RD PETITE LADIES KIM AUG $159.00

FASHION THROUGH THE DECADES

2938 020 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1920’s GLORIA SEP $199.00

2938 030 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1930’s JEAN SEP $199.00

2938 040 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1940’s JUDY SEP $199.00

2938 050 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1950’s NANCY SEP $199.00

2938 060 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1960’s PENNY SEP $199.00

2930 070 RD fASHION THROUGH THE DECADES 1970’s CHARLIE SEP $199.00

OCCASIONS FIGURINES

2941001 OCCASIONS fIGURINES ESPECIALLY fOR YOU AUG $69.95

2941002 OCCASIONS fIGURINES CONGRATULATIONS AUG $69.95

2941003 OCCASIONS fIGURINES CELEBRATION AUG $69.95

2941004 OCCASIONS fIGURINES fOREVER YOUNG AUG $69.95

2941005 OCCASIONS fIGURINES GOOD fRIEND AUG $69.95

2941006 OCCASIONS fIGURINES HAPPY MEMORIES AUG $69.95

BUNNYKINS FIGURES

2930 141 BUNNYKINS ANNUAL PROGRAM BUNNYKINS fOY 2013 Off TO SCHOOL NOV $69.95

2931 073 BUNNYKINS ANNUAL PROGRAM BUNNYKINS ANNUAL TABLEAU 2013 NOV $249.00

2931 074 RD BUNNYKINS L/E QUEENSLAND SES BUNNYKINS SEP $99.95

2931 600 BUNNYKINS HOBBIES CUP CAKES BUNNYKINS SEP $79.95

2931 601 BUNNYKINS HOBBIES BUDDING ARTIST BUNNYKINS SEP $79.95

2931 602 BUNNYKINS HOBBIES CATCH Of THE DAY BUNNYKINS SEP $79.95

2931 603 BUNNYKINS HOBBIES SAY CHEESE BUNNYKINS SEP $79.95



S U M M A R Y

2012 CHRISTMAS

2903 069 ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PROGRAM 2012 CHRISTMAS fOY WINTER’S DREAM AUG $259.00

2913 086 ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PROGRAM 2012 CHRISTMAS POY A CHRISTMAS GIfT AUG $159.00

2907 028 ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PROGRAM 2012 fATHER CHRISTMAS CLASSIC CHRISTMAS JOY NOW $249.00

2907 032 CHRISTMAS SANTA’S WORLD TRAVELS SEP $149.00

2907 031 CHRISTMAS WINTER’S DAY & CHRISTMAS NIGHT MINI SET Of 2 AUG $140.00

2907 030 CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS DAY & CHRISTMAS GIfTS MINI SET Of 2 AUG $140.00

2913 113 SONGS Of CHRISTMAS WHITE CHRISTMAS SEP $159.00

2913 114 SONGS Of CHRISTMAS SILVER BELLS SEP $159.00

2913 115 SONGS Of CHRISTMAS DECK THE HALLS SEP $159.00



WWRD Australia Pty Ltd
ABN 59 000 078 562

 100 Holbeche Road, Arndell Park. NSW 2148
Tel (02) 8665 8200  Toll free 1300 852 022  fax (02) 9831 1631

Email info.aust@wwrd.com

www.royaldoulton.com.au


